Support and Grow a Network of Local Government Innovators

- Enhance the value of participating in the Alliance network.
- Expand membership in the Alliance, targeting local government trailblazers and those hungry to transform.
- Engage thought leaders through networking, sharing and collaboration.

Leverage Research to Identify Leading Practices and Emerging Issues

- Build and map agile processes to execute research in a timely manner.
- Develop robust partnerships, including funding, to prototype solutions with communities.
  - Design practices to commercialize and implement research solutions.

MISSION: The Alliance for Innovation grows and inspires a community of innovators to advance local government.
VISION: The Alliance for Innovation is a catalyst for vibrant communities through local government innovation.
VALUES: Innovation, Future Focused, Inclusive, Trustworthy, Results and Evidence Driven, Learning & Sharing, Relationship Focused.

STRATEGIC PLAN FY 2017–2020

Inspire Innovative Cultures and Practices in Local Government

- Educate local governments on building an innovative culture.
- Provide support and ensure access to state-of-the-art learning.
- Focus content and increase awareness on trending topics facing local government.

Be a Major Force in the Innovation Space

- Form strategic partnerships to expand reach, increase impact and facilitate content exchange.
- Establish recognition of the Alliance and increase relevancy in the innovation conversation.

www.transformgov.org | info@transformgov.org